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TIP SHEETTIP SHEET
AUSTRALIA - 14th August 2019

R1 - WARWICK FARM | 12:35 | AUD $50,000 |  ANZ BLOODSTOCK NEWS (BM70)

33 WAKA
Handy sort with three wins from eight runs, scoring last time over 2200m at this track. Form
good for this and looks one of the major hopes.

11 HIGH POWER
Five-year-old gelding who drops in trip since latest outing at Rosehill when third, nishing 4.75
lengths off the winner. Jumps in weight but appears to be a top chance.

66 MAKDANIFE
Out of the placings last time when fourth over a longer 2400m journey at Rosehill. Rates fairly
and definitely worth including in the multiples.

1414 SHANGANI PATROL
Hasn't won for eleven months but getting close to breaking through when placing last time over
2200m at this track. In the money latest and rates highly here.

55 KEEP UP
Seasoned galloper who is an 6 time winner and ran a solid race last time when a 1.7 lengths
fourth over 2200m at this track. Thereabouts last time and could sneak a place here.

R2 - DOOMBEN | 12:53 | AUD $35,000 |  CAPTAIN MORGAN HCP (C2)

22 SKINS
Well rated gelding who scored a close win last start at Ipswich winning by a head starting at
$2.10. Right in this.

44 SUCCESSOR
Made all and came away with a win at this track over 1300m in March. Proven to be race t now.
Expect another forward showing today.

1313 JUSTIFY
Struggling to break through lately, the latest nishing second over 1110m at this track. Has the
ability and expected to run well.

66 IMA TEAMBOY
Not disgraced in small elds of late and racing very genuinely at present. Last start ran third
when well in the market at Sunshine Coast over 1000m. Good chance on best.

11 THE TENOR
Second up in this. Ran fourth beaten a long neck at Sunshine Coast when well supported over
1000m first up. Hasn't drawn the best gate for this but still looks a genuine threat.

R3 - WARWICK FARM | 13:10 | AUD $50,000 |  TAB (BM72)

11 CUBA
Found himself positioned up on the speed at this track last start and worked home nicely,
running second. Wasn't beaten by far in that affair. Looks capable of ghting out the nish again
here.

1111 HIGH LOW BET
Dual acceptor. Brought up second career win two back but missed the frame last time when
fourth over 1400m at Randwick. Rates well and is among the chances.

88 LANCASTER BOMBER Produced some good performances recently, most recently third at this track. Don't discard.

66 LIFETIME QUEST
Last start fell just short of victory when narrowly beaten a head third at Randwick on a heavy
surface. Should be nice and fit fourth up. Overdue for a win. Likes the course. Main contender.

44 KING HEWITT
Back from a four months spell following a 0.9 lengths third over 1400m at Randwick. Has a wide
draw today but is worth including in calculations.

R4 - DOOMBEN | 13:28 | AUD $35,000 |  GORDONS PREMIUM PINK HCP

11 GUARD OF HONOUR
Made it three placings this prep two back at Sunshine Coast over 1000m. Ran fth at this track
by 1.4 lengths last start. Rates a strong chance.

55 DAZZLING RED
Nicely rated galloper. Ran a close second last start at Toowoomba when beaten a nose after
starting at $4.00. Rates best on recent ratings.

33 TOY BOY
Six-year-old gelding proven in easier grade but hasn't managed a win in town from 9 starts. Place
looks best hope in this.

77 DESERT DIGBY
Dual acceptor. Needs to bounce back after an underwhelming performance last start, if he can
replicate the form of a third place run at this track two back then he can stack up today. Nice
draw and worth thought here.

44 TAILLEVENT
Fitter for recent racing and looks close to a win after nishing second over 1200m at Coffs
Harbour last time. Going well and worth including again.
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R5 - WARWICK FARM | 13:45 | AUD $50,000 |  STREET BOSS @ DARLEY (BM72)

11 BENNELONG DANCER
Won barrier trial on July 30 and resumes here after 130 day break. Should be tter for the trial
and has won first up before. Enters this race fit. Capable of big run.

55 HERZEGOVINA
Racing in great form with wins last two, the latest over 1200m at Gosford when scoring by 1.5
lengths. Going well and rates among the better hopes.

1010 RIVIERA
Missed the placings last time over a longer journey when tenth over 1400m at this track. Rates
fairly and shouldn’t be far away.

66 BEL DIABLO
Returned with a good run when a half a length win over 1200m at Canterbury. Consistent overall
record. Sound fresh and is worth including in the chances.

33 JUVENTUS
Resumes here after ve months break. Trialled on July 26 in readiness for this. Should be tter
for the trial and has won first up before. Should be thereabouts at the finish if forward enough.

R6 - DOOMBEN | 14:03 | AUD $35,000 |  JOHNNIE WALKER HCP (C4)

44 ENTERPRISE GRAND
Dual acceptor. Going well lately, the latest a head win over 1200m at Sunshine Coast. Honest
type with three wins to his name already. Has ability and rates among the leading hopes.

22 CONSTANT FLIGHT
Resumes in this after four months off. Goes well when resuming. Trialled leading up to this so
fitness shouldn't be a query. Can take this.

33 DESERT DIGBY
Dual acceptor. Was underwhelming last start but if he can replicate the form of his third place
run this track two back he could give hope to this run. Well held latest and prefer the place.

1111 BUFFY
Has been thereabouts without winning, the latest nishing second over 1200m at Sunshine
Coast. Rates well and is among the chances.

11 CONNOISSEUR
Yet to break through this campaign but hasn't been far away including a last start second over
1020m at Ipswich. Ticking along nicely so don't discount in this.

R7 - WARWICK FARM | 14:20 | AUD $50,000 |  EVEREST CARNIVAL (BM70)

44 FLYING PIERRO
Almost found the win last start running a close a nose second at Canterbury over 1580m. Looks
close to a win here.

11 KNOWITALL JACK
Lightly raced gelding progressing well. Last start posted a head win over 1550m at Canterbury.
Has the ability and looks one of the major players.

77 DA POWER
Going well lately, the latest 3.25 lengths win over 1500m at Muswellbrook. Honest type with three
wins to his name already. Rates highly here and looks one of the major players.

1515 HIGH LOW BET
Dual acceptor. Finished mid eld but beaten only 1.9 lengths when fourth over 1400m at
Randwick. Has ability and looks a definite each way hope.

55 THE CARTOONIST
Five-year-old gelding who has a liking for this distance with multiple wins at this journey.
Progressing well this campaign and can win again.

R8 - DOOMBEN | 14:38 | AUD $35,000 |  BRC SPRING RACING CARN. (BM70)

88 REMARKABLE SON
Consistent type resuming here and has won fresh before. Trialled at Sunshine Coast over 850m
leading into this. Has to be included on known ability.

99 STAMPE
Racing in great form with wins last two, the latest over 1350m at this track when scoring by half
a length. Rates highly and should go close.

55 ENTERPRISE GRAND
Dual acceptor. Has not been far away in recent times and was a last start winner at Sunshine
Coast. Drawn well in barrier three here. Expect bold showing.

1111 ELLA DIVINE
Hit the line hard at second run back, coming from well back to nish third over 1200m at
Sunshine Coast on July 31. Fitter again and is worth including in the multiples.

44 ALPINE DANCER
Returns from a break following a eighth over 1840m at Eagle Farm. Recent trial winner and is a
definite each way hope.
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R9 - WARWICK FARM | 14:55 | AUD $50,000 |  AUSTRALIAN TURF CLUB (BM70)

11 SPANISH DREAM
Broke through for a win last start after running a close third at this track. Looks well suited in this
field.

55 TRANSMITTER
Going well lately, the latest 2.25 lengths third over 1250m at Canterbury. Honest type with three
wins to her name already. Rates well and is in the mix.

77 MAKING WHOOPEE
Broke maiden status at latest outing when winning at this track over 1100m, and faces a rise in
class this start. Place looks best.

44 MAGNAVALE
Powered home to win with style by one length at Narrandera last start, rises in class this start.
Looks well suited among this field.

22 KAWAIKINI
Mid eld runs of late have not been without some merit. Is capable over this distance having
claimed a prior success at the trip. Has each way claims here.


